Decision rules are one of the most interpretable and flexible models for data mining prediction tasks. Till now, few works presented online, any-time and one-pass algorithms for learning decision rules in the stream mining scenario. A quite recent algorithm, the Very Fast Decision Rules (VFDR), learns set of rules, where each rule discriminates one class from all the other. In this work we extend the VFDR algorithm by decomposing a multi-class problem into a set of two-class problems and inducing a set of discriminative rules for each binary problem. The proposed algorithm maintains all properties required when learning from stationary data streams: online and any-time classifiers, processing each example once. Moreover, it is able to learn ordered and unordered rule sets. The new approach is evaluated on various real and artificial datasets. The new algorithm improves the performance of the previous version and is competitive with the state-of-the-art decision tree learning method for data streams. 
MOTIVATION
In machine learning and particularly for classification tasks, decision trees are among the most popular tools: Decision trees exhibit high predictive capability, high degree of interpretability, and efficient algorithms are available. A decision tree can be converted to a set of IF-THEN decision rules. Each path from the root to a leaf generates a rule, and there are so many rules as leaves in the tree. The main advantage of decision rules is that each rule can be processed independently of the others. Although generating rules from decision trees is a common approach, several approaches learn such rule sets directly from data.
In stream mining scenarios, decision trees are also popular, but few works address the problem of rule learning. One of the pioneer Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. works was presented in [13] . The authors introduced VFDR, an incremental classifier that is able to induce a set of rules (ordered or unordered) by scanning the data only once. In this work, we followed the concept and focused on the fact that many off-line learning approaches decompose a multi-class problem into twoclass problems in order to achieve better results. We present Very Fast Decision Rules for Multi-Class problems (VFDR-MC) which is an extension to the rule set classifier for data streams VFDR. The contribution of this work is three-fold. First, VFDR-MC focus on the multi-class learning tasks and decomposes them into two-class problems. Second, it employs different criterion to find a new condition for rule expansion. Third, when expanding a rule it can create multiple rules from the original rule, each one for different class.
The paper is organized as follows. The next section discusses related work in rule learning and handling multi-class problems. The VFDR-MC system is presented in Section 3 and the experimental results are in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and presents future work directions.
RELATED WORK
As it was mentioned before, a widely used strategy consists of building decision lists from decision trees, being C4.5rules [19] the most representative system in the literature. In any decision tree, the set of conditions in the path from the root to a leaf define the conditional part of a rule, whereas the class-label assigned to the leaf defines the conclusion of that rule. Each rule corresponds to the path from the root to a leaf, and there are as many rules as leaves. However, it has been shown that the antecedents of individual rules may contain irrelevant conditions. Empirical studies [19] have shown that the optimized set of rules is both simpler and more accurate than the initial tree. In [10] authors present a method for generating rules from decision trees without using global optimization. The basic idea is to generate a decision tree in a breadth-first order, select the best rule, remove the examples covered by the rule and iteratively induce further rules for the remaining instances.
Several algorithms appear in the literature for building decision lists [20, 4, 5, 6, 23] with different capabilities and approaches to handle multi-class problems. The first proposed version of CN2 [4] evaluates every possible complex, i.e., conjunction of attribute tests (if-condition) of a rule, based on information-theoretic entropy measure. Namely, this classifier is able to learn multiple classes assigning the rule the most common class of examples covered by rule's complex. In its improved version [3] , the entropy measure is replaced by Laplace accuracy estimate and the main loop of rule set algorithm searches the rules for each class in turn each time separating one (positive) from all the others (negative) as two-class problem. Only positive examples that satisfy learned rule are removed from the training set for next iteration of the rule search.
Similarly, RIPPER [5] decomposes the problem in one vs. all fashion. The classes are ordered in increasing order of their frequency in the training set. After learning rules that separate minority class, covered examples are removed and the algorithm proceeds with the next class. Process stops when last single class remains and which is then assigned as default class. Another technique to reduce multi-class problem is pairwise class binarization [11] . The idea is to learn a classifier for each pair of classes thus transforming the c-class problem into
two-class problems. The prediction of classifiers learned on the true class of an example are expected to outweigh those that were trained to recognize examples of different classes. If rule learning algorithm is not class-symmetric (i.e., problem of discriminating class i from class j is different than discriminating j from i) the authors suggest double round robin, in which classifiers are learned for both problems obtaining in total c(c − 1) classifiers.
Fundamental incremental rule learners include STAGGER [21] , the first system designed expressly for coping with concept drift, the FLORA family of algorithms [24] with FLORA3 being the first system able to deal with recurring contexts, and the AQ-PM family [17] . Since pure incremental rule learners take into account every training example, many of them have not still adapted to a data streams environment, especially those featuring numerical attributes. System Facil, presented in [8] , is a classification system based on decision rules that may store up-to-date border examples to avoid unnecessary revisions when virtual drifts are present in data. Consistent rules classify new test examples by covering and inconsistent rules classify them by distance as the nearest neighbor algorithm. The core of this approach is that rules may be inconsistent by storing positive and negative examples which are very near one another (border examples). A rule is said consistent when does not cover any negative (different label) example. The aim is to seize border examples up to a threshold, user defined ratio between the number of positive examples the rule covers and total number it covers, is reached. When the threshold is reached, the examples associated with the rule are used to generate new positive and negative consistent rules. This approach is similar to the AQ11-PM system [16, 17] , which selects positive examples from the boundaries of its rules (hyper-rectangles) and stores them in memory. When new examples arrive, AQ11-PM combines them with those held in memory, applies the AQ11 algorithm to modify the current set of rules, and selects new positive examples from the corners, edges, or surfaces of such hyper-rectangles (extreme examples).
VERY FAST DECISION RULES
In this section we present VFDR-MC algorithm. The following sections describe in detail the algorithms to learn ordered and unordered rule sets, and the algorithms to expand a rule.
Growing a Set of Rules
The VFDR-MC algorithm is designed for high-speed data streams, which needs only one scan of data and learns ordered and/or unordered rules.
The algorithm begins with a empty rule set (RS), and a default rule {} → L, where L is initialized to ∅. L is a data structure that contains information used to classify test instances, and the sufficient statistics needed to expand the rule. Each learned rule (r) is a conjunction of literals, that are conditions based on attribute values, and a Lr. For numerical attributes, each literal is of the form Xi > v, or Xi ≤ v for some feature Xi and some constant v. For categorical attributes VFDR-MC produce literals of the form Xi = vj where vj is a value in the domain of Xi. Please note that for simplicity we use the Xi = vj notation for both cases, numerical and categorical, in the context of adding a new condition.
If all the literals are true for a given example, then the example is said to be covered by the rule. The labeled examples covered by a rule r are used to update Lr. A rule is expanded with the literal that has the highest gain measure of the examples covered by the rule. Lr accumulates the sufficient statistics to compute the gain measure of all possible literals. Lr is a data structure that contains: an integer, that stores the number of examples covered by the rule; a vector, to compute p(c k ), the probability of observing examples of class c k ; a matrix p(Xi = vj|c k ), to compute the probability of observing value vj of a nominal attribute Xi, per class; and a btree to compute the probability of observing values greater than vj of continuous attribute Xi, p(Xi > vj|c k ), per class. The information maintained in Lr is similar to the sufficient statistics in VFDT [7] like algorithms. In [12] the authors present efficient algorithms to maintain Lr.
The sample size to decide when to expand a rule is given by Hoeffding bound. It guarantees that with the probability 1 − δ the true mean of a random variable x with a range R will not differ from the estimated mean after n independent observations by more than:
. In order to learn decision rule lists, Hoeffding bound determines the number of observations after which a rule can be expanded or new rule can be induced. It is not efficient to check for the sufficient number of examples with every incoming example, therefore it is done after only Nmin observations.
The set of rules (RS) is learned in parallel, as described in Algorithm 1. We consider two cases: learning ordered (denoted as VFDR-MC o ) or unordered (denoted as VFDR-MC u ) set of rules. In the former, every labeled example updates statistics of the first rule that covers it. This case learns decision lists. In the latter, every labeled example updates the statistics of all the rules that cover the example. If a labeled example is not covered by any rule, the default rule is updated. 
if none of the rules in RS covered example then Update sufficient statistics of the default rule RS ← RS ∪ExpandEmptyRule(default rule)
We can further apply different strategies to functions that are responsible for creating new rules from default rule and expansion of other rules. There are as well differences between ordered and unordered strategies. They are presented in the following sections.
Expansion of a rule
Typically, rule learning systems for predictive problems with multiple classes divide it into binary class problems thus simplifying the learning task [11] . This is one of the major differences between VFDR-MC and VFDR, because VFDR-MC applies one vs. all strategy in which examples of class c k ∈ C are positive and ∀c l ∈ C, c l = c k are negative. It considers a rule expansion for each of the classes c ∈ Cr, where Cr is the set of classes observed at rule r. The process to expand a rule by adding a new condition works as follows.
For each attribute Xi, the value of the gain function G adopted from FOIL [18] (described later) is computed for each attribute value vj and class c k . If g k best is the true best gain measure, i.e., satisfies condition g k best − g k 2best > for given class value c k , the rule is expanded with the new condition Xa = vj ⇒ c k .
Algorithm 2 describes expansion of default rule to a new rule of the rule set. The new literal of the new rule has the best attributevalue evaluation and its positive class is the one with minimum frequency among those that satisfy the Hoeffding bound condition. There is a difference between inducing new rule from default rule using ordered and unordered strategies. The ordered strategy stops after finding the first r . In other words, ordered rules are dependent on each other, therefore we preferably induce new rule for only one (possibly more interesting) minority class. The unordered strategy continues with the search for new rules until the expansions for all possible classes are checked.
In case of expanding a rule that already contains some conditions the procedure works as follows. The rule was induced for a certain class that was set as positive. To keep this class of interest in the set, it is maintained as positive for the next computations of the measure criterion (Algorithm 4). The unordered rule set in Algorithm 3 considers computations of other classes set as the positive one and expanding the rule with the best condition for such class. Nevertheless, it is allowed only when the rule has already been expanded with the original class at that call of ExpandRule. This setting is able to produce more rules in one call of ExpandRule and the number of rules induced from one rule r in RS in such call is at most |Cr|. Should the same rule already exist in the set, duplicate rule is not allowed to be expanded with given condition Xa = vj. This process creates multiple rules for different classes marked as positive, but not necessarily for all the available classes in one call.
Gain measure
The gain measure used in the VFDR-MC is adopted from FOIL, where the change in gain between rule r and a candidate rule after adding a new condition r is defined as:
where N is the number of examples covered by r and N+ is the number of positive examples in them, N + and N represent the same for r , and s is the number of true positives in r that are still true positives in r , which in this case corresponds to N + . We are interested only in positive gain, therefore we consider the minimum of the gain function as 0 and the maximum for a given rule is N+ × − log 2 N + N . We can then normalize the positive gain as:
GainN orm(r , r) = Gain(r , r)
Statistics for class for which we compute the gain are considered as positives while all statistics for all other classes are considered as negatives. 
Classification strategies
The set of rules learned by VFDR-MC can be ordered or unordered. As they use different learning strategies, they must employ different classification strategies to achieve optimal prediction. In the former, only the first rule that covers an unlabeled example is used to classify the example. In the latter, all rules covering the example are used for classification and the final class is decided by using weighted vote.
More specifically, assume that a rule r covers a test example. The example will be classified using the information in Lr of that rule. The simplest strategy uses the distribution of the classes stored in Lr, and classify the example in the class that maximizes p(c k ). This strategy only uses the information about class distributions and does not look for the attribute-values; therefore it uses only a small part of the available information. In a more informed strategy, a test example is classified with the class that maximizes the posteriori probability given by Bayes rule assuming the independence of the attributes given the class. There is a simple motivation for this option. L stores information about the distribution of the attributes given the class usually for hundreds or even thousands of examples, before expanding the rule and re-initializing the counters. Naive Bayes (NB) takes into account not only the prior distribution of the classes, but also the conditional probabilities of the attribute-values given the class. This way, there is a much better exploitation of the available information in each rule. Given the example x = (x1, . . . , xj) and applying Bayes theorem, we obtain:
Using NB in VFDT like algorithms, is a well-known technique since it was introduced in [14] . One of its greatest advantages is the boost in any-time learning property because even though the learned rule set might not be robust enough or the individual rules (Hoeffding bound) foreach attribute Xi do Let g ijk be the G() of the best literal based on attribute Xi and value vj for class c of r
Extend r with a new condition based on the best attribute Xa = vj foreach class c k = c of rule r do foreach attribute Xi do Let g ijk be the G() of the best literal based on attribute Xi and value vj for class c k if
create new r by extending r with a new condition Xa = vj and class c k NR ← NR ∪ {r } Release sufficient statistics of r return NR might not provide sufficient information for expert interpretation (not being specialized enough, i.e., having only one or few conditions), it may already be able highly informed predictions based on NB classification.
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section we test VFDR-MC on datasets with different properties such that we can evaluate the behavior in various situations. We also provide comparison against VFDR, which considers all classes and expands only on one attribute, and against the stateof-the-art stream decision tree classifier. The evaluation method we employed uses the traditional train and test scenario. All algorithms and variants learn from the some training set and the error-rate is estimated from the some test sets. All algorithms were implemented in Java as an extension for KNIME [1] . Table 1 summarizes the parameters of the classifiers and the default values used in the experiments. 
Extend r with a new condition based on the best attribute Xa = vj Release sufficient statistics of r return NR Nmin # examples after which rule specialization is considered 400 τ tie breaking constant 0.05
Datasets
The evaluation datasets include both artificial and real data, as well as sets with categorical and continuous attributes or their combination. In current settings we do not examine the reaction to a concept drift therefore in the synthetic datasets there is no specific concept drift added.
KDDCUP 99 is data set [9] of connections which are labeled either as normal or one of four categories of attack: DOS (denial-ofservice), R2L (unauthorized access from a remote machine), U2R (unauthorized access to local superuser privileges), and probing (surveillance and other probing). The test data is not from the same probability distribution as the training data and also there are new attack types that are not in the training data, yet in this case they have one of the four labels above. The set consist of 4,898,431 and 311,029 instances for training and test respectively.
Covtype is based on 54 cartographic attributes, continuous and categorical, the goal is to predict the forest cover type for given area [9] . The 581012 instances are divided into training and test set by stratified sampling with ration 80:20.
Hyperplane generated such that the class is given by rotating hyperplane [15] . A hyperplane in d-dimensional space is set of points x that satisfy d i=1 wixi = w0 where xi is the ith coordinate of x. SEA is an artificial dataset [22] commonly used in stream mining tasks that require time changing qualities of data. It is a two-class problem, defined by three attributes, where only two are relevant and 10% of noise. The domain of the attributes is: xi ∈ [0, 10], where i = 1, 2, 3. The target concept is x1 + x2 ≤ β, where here β = 7 in this case since we were not interested in abilities to handle time changing data. Size of this dataset is 100,000 examples.
LED is formed by examples in this dataset [2] represent a digit on a seven-segment display. The {0, 1} values of each attribute signals whether the LED is off or on respectively, and only seven out of 24 are relevant. Class label reflects the number (0 to 9) displayed by the relevant diodes. There is 10 % of noise added to this dataset. The generated training set size is 1,000,000 instances and 100,000 as test set.
Random Tree is generated [2] such that it constructs a decision tree by choosing, at random, the splitting attributes, and assigning a random class label to each leaf. Once the tree is built, new examples are generated by assigning uniformly distributed random values to attributes which then determine the class label via the tree. The generated sets are specified by RT(#classes, #attributes, #val-ues each, and max depth of the tree) with 10,000,000 training and 200,000 test instances. Tables 2 and 3 summarizes the error-rates of classifiers without and with using NB respectively. First, we focus on the performance on artificial datasets.
Experimental Results
At the beginning we performed tests on a simplified version of the LED dataset, removing noise and irrelevant attributes. This is a 10 classes problem, and represents quite simple rule learning task. The aim was to confirm that the classifiers are able to learn basic problems. All variants of VFDR learned the target concepts, although using slightly different rule sets.
In the next experience, the data set was generated with additional 14 irrelevant attributes and 10% noise as we stated above. The results from these tests are in the Table 2 . It shows that smaller rule sets (both VFDR's, VFDR-MC o ) do not achieve the accuracy of the larger rule set, using the majority class prediction within the rule. Using Bayesian predictions in the leaves (Table 3) all methods significantly improved their performance. The differences between error-rates are not significant.
Another experiment involves using random tree sets generated with different parameters and nominal attributes only. This is a simple task for a decision tree classifier which is able to perfectly learn the concept. Therefore, rules should evince same behavior, although it is expected that rule classifiers need more learning instances. In the first setting, (2,4,2,4), there are 2 classes, 4 attributes with 2 values each and max depth of the tree is 4. All classifiers are capable of learning such concept. If we add 2 more classes, to obtain RT(4,5,2,5), VFDR-MC is still capable of learning the correct theory with a sufficient number of training examples. Whereas VFDR learns only partially the underlying concept, since there was no rule that would predict class2. This problem was easier for the ordered approach, which is built more in treelike way. More complicated concept, for example RT (4, 15, 5, 4) , requires much more instances to learn the concept, because there are many paths in such random tree that represent the concept and therefore even VFDR-MC was not able to induce a large enough rule set.
This set of experiments, using nominal attributes, clearly illustrates the behavior of VFDR like algorithms. Now we study the performance of VFDR in data sets with numerical attributes. This is a more challenging task but very important and relevant because many real problems are represented by continuous values. In the SEA dataset, without concept drift, where the two classes are linearly separable it is noticeable that using NB plays significant role in the rule set performance. For example, VFDR-MC u without NB is the worst classifier, and it is the best when using NB.
For Hyperplane, the second numerical dataset though also only two-class problem, unordered VFDR-MC produces large set of rules that is comparable with decision trees in both situations, with and without NB, and outperforms the simple version of VFDR.
In both real dataset with nominal and continuous attributes, KDDCup intrusion detection task and Covtype the results similarly shows that unordered versions are generally better than the ordered ones with the exception of VFDR in Covtype. There is significant improvement using NB, which is mostly because these sets include rare classes and although VFDR-MC benefits minority classes, their frequency in the datasets is not always sufficient to produce a quality rule for such class.
The conclusion from these tests is that the unordered version are generally better than ordered ones and also the unordered VFDR-MC mostly outperforms VFDR in the multi-class sets, which supports our hypothesis that the rule learning system can benefit from decomposing it into two-class problems.
To analyze learning times, we report the relative learning times in comparison to VFDTc. The entries in Table 5 represent the ratio between the learning time of the algorithm referred in the first row and the learning time of VFDTc. We can conclude that the learning times of ordered rule sets are practically the same as in case of Hoeffding Tree. In case of the more interesting unordered rules the learning time is dependent on the number of rules, because as opposed to tree search the whole rule set is scanned for rules that cover an example. In this setting the number of rules grows with more incoming examples.
CONCLUSIONS
Learning decision rules from data streams did not receive so much attention from stream mining community. In this work we present VFDR-MC, an on-line and any-time rule learning algorithm designed to process multi-class problems. VFDR-MC decomposes a n-class problem into n binary problems, and induces a rule set for each binary problem. Rules start from the most general case, and are specialized by adding new conditions. Depending on the strategy used to expand rules, we can obtain both ordered and unordered rule sets. The criterion used to select new specialization conditions is oriented towards two-class problems. The classifier considers in turn each class as positive against all the others as negatives, and allows a rule to be specialized with up to one condition for each class. The experimental results in various artificial and real datasets show the advantages of this approach, especially for the multi-class problems. The performance of decision rule learning classifiers for data streams are close to the predictive performance of state-of-the-art stream decision tree technique.
The gradual specialization of rules and induction of new rules implicitly adapt the learner to changes in data. The investigation of this property is out of the scope of this paper. The future work is intended to focus the rule learner in time-changing data with explicit drift detection.
